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I talked to guys in the tank division because I took care of them when they came back. 

I was one of the doctors who helped discover the cause of Gulf War Syndrome, which 

of course is depleted uranium and the anthrax vaccines that are relabelled 20 years 

old, etc. [2004] Interview of Dr. William (Bill) Richard Deagle, MD 

Terry Jemison at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs stated in August 2004 that 

over 518,000 Gulf-era veterans (14-year period) are now on medical disability, and 

that 7,039 were wounded on the battlefield in that same period. Over 500,000 U.S. 

veterans are homeless.   In some studies of soldiers who had normal babies before the 

war, 67 percent of the post-war babies are born with severe birth defects - missing 

brains, eyes, organs, legs and arms, and blood diseases. [2006] Depleted Uranium is 

WMD by Leuren Moret 

"Some people claim Saddam's chemical and biological weapons are to blame for the 

condition while others say it's down to depleted uranium," adds Dr McClure. "Yet the 

first group I looked at were French troops who would have been exposed to those. 

None of them came down with Gulf War Syndrome. "They did not receive the 

vaccine prior to going out because their commander-in-chief did not trust it. So what 

does that suggest? "I also studied a second control group that included a considerable 

number of soldiers who'd been given vaccines but did not go out. They did 

develop GWS symptoms.[Media Aug 2004]Top-selling author says flawed 

vaccinations caused disease. Scientist blasts MoD over Gulf War Syndrome 

A military policeman posted mainly at an airfield in Saudi Arabia, Brad, along with 

150,000 other American soldiers, took a vaccine--on his commander's orders--against 

weapon-borne anthrax. A second vaccine, against botulism, was administered to 8,000 

soldiers. A staff report issued last December by the Senate Committee on Veterans' 

Affairs concluded that "Persian Gulf veterans were . . . ordered under threat of Article 

15 or court-martial, to discuss their vaccinations with no one, not even with medical 

professionals needing the information to treat adverse reactions from the vaccine." 

The Senate report noted that the particular botulinum toxoid issued "was not approved 
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by FDA." Other details from the survey: Of responding veterans who had taken the 

anthrax vaccine, 85 percent were told they could not refuse it, and 43 percent 

experienced immediate side effects. Only one fourth of the women to whom it was 

administered were warned of any risks to pregnancy. Of all responding personnel who 

had taken the antibotulism medicine, 88 percent were told not to turn it down and 35 

percent suffered side effects. None of the women given botulinum toxoid were told of 

pregnancy risks. "Anthrax vaccine should continue to be considered as a potential 

cause for undiagnosed illnesses in Persian Gulf military personnel," said the report in 

one of its summations. And in another: "[The botulism vaccine's] safety remains 

unknown." [Media Aug 2004] THE TINY VICTIMS OF DESERT STORM 

Prof Simon Wessely said a series of studies by his team at King's College, London, 

pointed to the vaccinations given to those who served in the 1991 Gulf War as a major 

factor in the illnesses they subsequently suffered. "The more vaccines you received, 

the more likely you were to suffer ill-health," he told the public inquiry in Gulf war 

illnesses. "Those who had the most vaccinations were nearly twice as likely to get ill. 

We still haven't got that right. We're still getting problems with anthrax vaccinations 

now."........Prof Wessely said troops given the combination of whooping cough 

vaccine and anthrax vaccines were 40 per cent more likely to suffer the symptoms 

attributed to the so-called Gulf War Syndrome. [Media Aug 11, 2004] Gulf war 

vaccine still a problem, leading scientist tells inquiry 

Cover-up and records destroyed 

Today, Walker suffers from a number of illnesses and strongly believes there has been 

a massive cover-up. "My wife is ill and my little girl is ill, too," he said during a 

telephone interview, then added that his "medical notes from the RAF hospital have 

gone missing". However, like events in Britain, important and potentially 

incriminating records have mysteriously gone "missing". Two US Marines at Camp 

Pendleton, San Diego, have gone public to say they observed "hundreds of records 

from the Gulf War being destroyed" GULF WAR SYNDROME Biological Black 

Magic by David G. Guyatt 

"However, when I asked questions about the cocktail of drugs within the vaccines I 

was told some were classified under the Official Secrets Act." He claims his findings 

developed even more significance when the MoD admitted to him that 72 per cent of 

veterans' medical records had gone missing since the war ended. [Media Aug 

2004] Top-selling author says flawed vaccinations caused disease. Scientist blasts 

MoD over Gulf War Syndrome 

Bioweapons sold to Saddam by US 
A 1994 Senate Report, entitled "Arming Iraq: The Export of Biological Materials and 

the Health of Gulf War Veterans", underscores the biological threat possessed by the 
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Iraqis. More often referred to as "the Riegle Report", named after its author, Donald J. 

Riegle, Jr, the Report itemises biological cultures supplied to Iraq by the US. Riegle 

and his team identified no less than 61 batches of biologically hazardous materials 

exported to Iraq. "Between the years 1985 and 1989, the United States Government 

approved the sales of quantities of potentially lethal biological agents that could have 

been cultured and grown in very large quantities in an Iraqi biological warfare 

program," Riegle stated. These included pathogenic materials, "which means disease-

producing items, and toxigenic, meaning poisonous items."   The Report added that 

"we were not able to get any records prior to 1985". Riegle then included an extract 

from a Department of Defense summary report written in 1992: 

    Other biological agents provided by the US to Saddam Hussein's biological warfare 

program included Histoplasma capsulatum, which can cause symptoms resembling 

tuberculosis and lead to the enlargement of the liver and spleen as well as anaemia 

and skin disease-symptoms that many veterans now exhibit. Another organism was 

Brucella melitensis, which, when 'weaponised', causes chronic fatigue, profuse 

sweating and loss of appetite, joint pains, insomnia and nausea, and can potentially 

result in major damage to the vital organs. Again, these symptoms reflect the 

conditions experienced by thousands of Gulf War veterans. In addition to the 

foregoing, shipments to Iraq also included "E. coli and genetic materials, human and 

bacterial DNA" GULF WAR SYNDROME Biological Black Magic by David G. 

Guyatt 

Stories also circulating of a genetically engineered organism being used in the Gulf 

War are paralleled by stories from British veterans who also claim the use of a 

modified mycoplasma organism. These vets include Angus Parker who had earlier 

said it was "an infectious organism manufactured in the US". Oddly enough, this is 

one of the enduring aspects of the "Octopus" story involving engineered bio-

organisms supplied to Iraq by the Wackenhut Corporation, the giant US private-sector 

security company whose board of directors reads like a roll call of military and 

intelligence alumni. It is an allegation supported by US investigative journalist Carol 

Marshall in her manuscript, "The Last Circle". GULF WAR SYNDROME Biological 

Black Magic by David G. Guyatt 

Marshall has spent years investigating the allegations of Michael Riconosciuto-a 

former CIA scientific whiz-kid. Riconosciuto claimed that while working for the 

Wackenhut Corporation at its Cabazon Indian Reservation facility he developed 

advanced and genetically altered biological warfare agents. One such agent, he 

alleged, was a "race-specific" organism, genetically engineered to attack certain races 

or groups. Unleashed it could kill or render ill all those of a particular ethnic group, 

leaving others entirely unharmed. GULF WAR SYNDROME Biological Black Magic 

by David G. Guyatt 
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Vaccines "classified" (ie experimental therefore illegal) 

How many vaccines were classified secret? The Surgeon General, Vice Admiral 

Revell, during a "behind closed doors" meeting of Parliament's Defence Committee, 

was asked, "How many vaccines do we not admit to?" He replied, saying, "I think 

probably about five or six."   All previously classified vaccines were declassified on 

10 December 1996, according to a letter dated 20 January 1997 from the Ministry of 

Defence. A spokesman at the MoD confirmed this in a telephone call on Friday 30 

May 1997, adding that there were only three vaccines that had ever been classified. 

He told me these were: anthrax, pertussis and plague. This statement is confirmed in a 

letter to Shaun Rusling, dated 20 January 1997, in which the MoD confided that "the 

vaccines you were given against potential biological warfare threats were anthrax, 

pertussis (as an adjuvant) and plague. These are the only vaccinations which have ever 

been classified." This is a far cry from the testimony of Surgeon General Revell in the 

closed-door hearings of the Defence Committee in which he said there were "five or 

six" vaccines which were "not admitted to".  I posed this discrepancy to the Ministry 

of Defence. Surgeon General Revell's testimony before the Defence Committee was 

"a misunderstanding", the MoD spokesman said. Despite this "misunderstanding", the 

medical records of Corporal Richard Turnbull clearly state that four vaccines-not 

three-were classified secret. GULF WAR SYNDROME Biological Black Magic by 

David G. Guyatt 

"Similarly, U.S. legislators learned in 1999 the little reported fact that Gulf War 

troops, as many as 200,000, were unwittingly used in AIDS vaccine experiments 

wherein portions of the AIDS virus, HIV, were recombined with a pathogenic 

mycoplasma, isolated, tested, and then patented by Dr. Shyh-Ching Lo of the Armed 

Forces Institute of Pathology for the American Registry of Pathology in Washington, 

D.C. The patent is reprinted and discussed in this authors book, Healing Codes for the 

Biological Apocalypse (Tetrahedron Publishing Group, 1999)."--Dr Horowitz 

"Scientists at The Institute for Molecular Medicine have found that slightly under one-

half of the very sick Gulf War Illness patients in a pilot study with the signs and 

symptoms of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome or Fibromyalgia have chronic invasive 

infections involving certain uncommon mycoplasmas, such asMycoplasma 

fermentans (incognitus strain). "--Dr Nicolson 

"Mycoplasma fermentans (incognitus) has been tested on the Texas Department of 

Corrections prisoners in the late 1980s prior to the Gulf War. It was tested on death 

row inmates as well as other inmates in Huntsville, Texas. The guards then contracted 

it from the inmates, and the guards then gave it to their families and community. This 

mycoplasma vaccine testing was funded by the U.S. Army, and today there is an 

outbreak of 350 people in the Huntsville area with a strange disease resembling 

GWS."--Dr Nicolson 
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